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Abstract
A program to develop and evaluate fracture methodologies
for the assessment of crack-tip constraint effects on fracture toughness of reactor pressure vessel (RPV)steels has
been initiated in the Heavy-Section Steel Technology
(HSST) Program. Crack-tip constraint is an issue that significantly impacts fracture mechanics technologies
employed in safety asshsmentprocedures for commercially licensed nuclear WVs. A validated technology that
incorporates constraint effects is essential to the transfer of
fracture toughness data from, for example, miniature fracture toughness surveillance specimens to RPVs. The focus
of studies described herein is on the evaluation of two
stressed-based methodologies for quantifying crack-tip
constraint (Le., J-Q theory and a micromechanical scaling
model based on critical stressed volumes) through applications to experimental and fractographic data. Data were
utilized from singleedge notch bend (SENB)specimens
and HSSTdeveloped cruciform beam specimens that were
tested in HSST shallowcrack and biaxial testing programs.
Shallow-crack effects and far-field tensile out-of-plane
biaxial loading have been identified as constraint issues
that influence both fracture toughness and the extent of the
toughness scatter band.

,

Results from applications indicate that both the J-Q
methodology and the micromechanical scaling model can
be used successfully to interpret experimental data from
the shallow- and deep-crack SENB specimen tests. When
applied to the uniaxially and biaxially loaded cruciform
specimens, the two methodologies showed some promising
features, but also raised several questions concerning the
interpretation of constraint conditions in the specimen
based on near-tip stress fields. Fractographic data taken
from the fracture surfaces of the SENB and cruciform
specimens are used to assess the relevance of stress-based
fracture characterizationsto conditions at cleavage
initiation sites. Comparisons of initiation sites with near-tip
stress fields from the SENB shallow-crack specimens tend
to support a fracture criterion based on critical stress;
however, those utilizing data from the cruciform specimens
are ambiguous and require further study. Crack-tip
constraint analyses of the shallow-crack cruciform
specimen subjected to uniaxial or biaxial loading
conditions are shown to represent a significant challenge
for these methodologies. Unresolved issues identified from
these analyses require resolution as part of a validation
process for biaxial loading applications. This report is
designated as HSST Report No. 142.
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1 Introduction
This report provides an overview of ongoing HSST Program research aimed at evaluating the effects of biaxial
loading conditions and shallow-crack geometries on constraint conditions. A validated technology that incorporates
these constraint effects is essential to the transfer of
fracture toughness data to RPVs from, for example,
miniature fracture toughness surveillance specimens.
Consequently, development and evaluation of fracture
methodologies for the quantitative assessment of crack-tip
constraint effects on fracture toughness represent a major
element of this research.

Postulated pressurized-thermal-shock (PTS)accident conditions remain an important safety assessment issue in the
licensing of commercial nuclear reactor pressure vessels
(RPVs), especially in the case of aging nuclear plants. The
development of technology required for an accurate safety
assessment of RPVs under FTS conditions is a focal point
of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)-funded
Heavy-Section Steel Technology (HSST) Program. Currently, the HSST Program is seeking an improved understanding of several issues that could significantly impact
the fracture mechanics technologies employed in these
safety-assessment procedures. One important area of
research is that of crack-tip constraint, a topic that encompasses a number of factors relating to the material fracture
resistance, as well as to the transfer of fracture toughness
data from small-scale specimens (i.e., surveillance
specimens) to largescale structures. Factors affecting
crack-tip constraint include structural and crack geometry,
loading conditions, and material properties. Within these
categories, far-field, tensile out-of-plane biaxial loading
conditions, and shallow-surface crack effects have been
identified as issues that could significantly impact RPV
safety assessments. Crack-tip constraint effects of shallow
cracks and biaxial loading influence both the fracture
toughness and the width of the fracture toughness scatter
band (described in this report). These influences can have a
substantial impact on the outcome of probabilistic PTS
analyses and assessments of startup/cooldown transients
for aging nuclear plants.

The motivation for the HSST biaxial fracture toughness
testing program1 stems from several observations. First,
startup/cooldown and PTS transients produce biaxial stress
fields in an RPV wall with a significant positive out-ofplane stress aligned parallel to postulated surface cracks
oriented in either the longitudinal or the circumferential
direction (Fig. 1.1). Second, current RPV assessments are
based on data generated from specimens that were loaded
under uniaxial conditions. Furthermore, experimental evidence (see Ref. l) of the influence of biaxial loading on
fracture toughness, although scarce and difficult to interpret, indicates a decrease in toughness associated with
biaxial loading. Consequently, a testing program was
begun within the HSST Program to examine the influence
of biaxial loads on shallow-flaw specimens under conditions prototypic of RPV service conditions.
ORNL-DWG91M-3466 ETD

Figure 1.1 Vessel wall biaxial far-field stresses during PTS transient with one component aligned parallel to front of
longitudinal crack

1
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Introduction
determined from data generated in the transition region of
the fracture toughness curve.

Shallow-flaw specimens were used in the biaxial testing
program for several reasons. First, the probability of failure
of an RPV in a PTS analysis is dominated by initiations
that originate from shallow flaws (<25
Second,
recent testing5 has shown an increase in the fracture toughness of specimens with shallow flaws compared to deepflaw specimens (see Fig. 1.2 taken from Ref. 1).

Current pressure vessel fracture prevention technology
relies on the use of fracture-correlation parameter (K) to
characterize both the applied load and the resistance of
material to crack initiation. Shortcomings of these conventional one-parameter, fracture-conelation methods, which
impact issues associated with the transferability of smallspecimen (i.e., surveillance-sized) toughness data to largescale RPV applications, are being addressed through evaluation of various dual-parameter bcture methodologies.
These dual-parameter formulationsG1 show promise as
practical means for introducing the effect of crack-tip constraint into RPV safety assessments.

In Fig. 1.2, the increase in toughness for shallow-crack
beams is quantified in terms of a temperature shift. The
shallowcracklower-bound curve for essentially one crack
depth was estimated by using the deep-crack lower-bound
curve shifted to lower temperatures by Ts = 35 K (63"R).
This temperature shift, which is crack-depth dependent,
could be greater for shallower cracks that are also
important in RPV analysis. The shifted lower-bound curve
fits the shallowcrackdata well at all test temperatms.
However, any increase in crack-tip constraint resulting
from tensile out-of-plane biaxial stresses would act in
opposition to the in-plane constraint relaxation
demonstrated by the uniaxial shallowcrack data.
Potentially, this could lead to a reverse temperature shift
(TBin Fig. 1.2) of the lower-bound toughness curve that
offsets the uniaxial "shallowcrack" effect by an undetermined amount. The existence and magnitude of a
temperature shift due to biaxial stress effects must be

The existing methodologies being investigated within the
HSST Program include stress-based fracture characterizations (i.e., J-Qmethodology of O'Dowd and
combined with Ritchie-Knott-Rice (RKR) fracture
criterd2 and the Dodds-Anderson constraint correction
techniqueg-l l) and stress-strain-based characterizations
(i.e., plane strain fracture ductility techniques of
Clausing,13 Barsom,14 Merkle,l5and other researchers).
Determinations are being made concerning the bounds of

ORNL-DWG 92-2877A ETD
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applicability of the existing constraint effects correlation
methodologies (Le., how effective are they in matching
existing data?). If the existing methodologies are found to
be deficient, determinations will be made concerning
whether or not they can be modified to make them work. If
necessary, alternative constraint methodologies will be
developed and validated.
The following chapters describe applications of the stressbased constraint characterizations developed by O'Dowd
and Shiha,'' and by Dodds and Andersong-ll to experimental and fractographic data obtained from conventional
singleedge notch bend (SENB)5 and cruciform beam'
specimens tested in the HSST Program. Chapter 2 provides
summaries of the HSST testing programs1s5 that utilized

Introduction
conventional shallow- and deep-crack SENB specimens
and cruciform specimens tested under uniaxial and biaxial
loading, respectively. Chapter 3 describes the effect of
loading conditions (biaxial vs uniaxial) on crack-tip stress
triaxiality in the cruciform beam specimen, based on applications of J-Q methodology. Also, results from applications of the Dodds-Anderson (D-A) fracture toughness
scaling model to data from both conventional SENB and
cruciform beam specimens are presented. Fractographic
data taken from the fracture surfaces of the beam specimens are d e s c r i i in Chap. 4;also, some fracture characterization issues arising from comparison of analysis predictions with fractographic data are discussed. Finally, a
summary and interim conclusions are provided in Chap. 5.

-

2 Biaxial and Shallow-CrackTesting Programs

2.1 Summary of Shallow-Crack Testing
Program

J-integral results were consistent with experimental
J-integral results, confirming the validity of the
J-estimation schemes used and the effect of flaw depth
on fracture toughness.

The HSST Shallow-Crack Fracture Toughness Testing
Program has been ongoing since FY 1990, producing data
by testing 100-mm-deepSENB specimens. Results from
the testing portion of the program have been reported
previously? A summary of the findings from the shallowcrack fracture toughness testing program are included here
for completeness.

7. The two-parameter J-Q analysis methodology was used
as a means of quantifying the effect of flaw depth on constraint and fracture toughness. Analysis results appear to
support the utility of the J-Q concept and interpretation
method to characterize the crack-tip fields up to the onset
of crack initiation in Specimenswith either deep or shallow
flaws. At J-critical (onset of cleavage initiation) for the
deep-flawed specimens, the Q-stress was about zero, indicating small-scale yielding (SSY) conditions. At J-critical
for the shallow-flawed specimens, the Q-stress was about
-0.7. This negative Q-stress indicates a significant loss of
constraint.

-

1. Thirty-eight relatively large (W 100mm deep) laboratory beam specimens were tested to compare the behavior
of specimens with shallow flaws to that of specimens with
deep flaws.

2. The results showed conclusively that shallow-flaw
beam specimens of A 533 B material have a significant
increase in crack-tip-opening displacement (CTOD) or Jc
toughness (-150%) and KjCtoughness (-60%) over deepcrack specimens in the transition region of the toughness
curve. All specimens were 100mm deep 0.Shallowcrack beams had crack depths ranging from 9 to 14 mm
(fl 0.1 to 0.14), while deep-crack beams had 50-mmdeep cracks (fl 0.5).

-

8. The observation that the two-parameter J-Q approach
correlated with the loss of cons&@ with decreasing crack
depth indicates that a J-Q analysis of actual reactor vessels
may give more accurate failure predictions than current
analyses.

-

Results (figures, tables, etc.) from the shallow-crack program have been combined with the biaxial testing program
results1 and are presented as necessary. Fracture toughness
determinations are based on the use of the area under the
load vs the crack-mouth-opening-displacement(CMOD)
curve method described in Ref. 1.

3. There is little or no difference in toughness between
deep- and shallow-flaw specimens on the lower shelf
where linear-elastic conditions exist.
4. Varying the beam thickness from 50 to 150 q m had
little or no influence on the toughness in both the shallowand deep-crack specimens in spite of the fact that the
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
E-399 requirement for valid plane strain results were not
met. This observation suggests that plane strain behavior
for steels of this strength level differ from ASTM E399.

2.2 Biaxial Testing Program

5. In the transition region of the fracture toughness curve,

2.2.1 Cruciform Bend Specimen

Results of the development phase of the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (0RNL)MSST biaxial testing program were reported previously in Ref. 1.A description of
the cruciform bend specimen and a summary of results
from the program are included here for completeness.

,

the increase in shallow-flaw toughness compared with
deep-flaw toughness appears to be well characterized by a
temperature shift of about 35°C. This temperature shift,
which is crack-depth dependent, could be greater for
shallower cracks that are also important in RPV safety
assessments.

The configuration of the cruciform bend specimen used in
the testing program is depicted in Fig. 2.1. The specimen
has a cruciform-shaped geometry with a cross section with
dimensions of 91 x 102mm and a straight through-crack of
uniform depth of 10mm in the test section. The total
length of this specimen in the longitudinal or transverse
direction, including.the test section and the loading arms,is
610 mm. Three slots are machined into each arm to minimize diffusion of the load around the test section

6. Posttest 2-D plane strain analyses were performed on
both shallow- and deep-flaw specimens. The analytical
5
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DIMENSIONS IN mm

(a)

(b)

Section A-A

Figure 2.1 Cruciform bend specinmen used in HSST biaxial testing program: (a) dimensions of cruciform specimen
and (b) detail of crack plane

the test section. EB welding is employed to ensure minimal
distortion in the specimen and a relatively small heataffected zone. The distance from the weld to the crack is
sufficiently large that residual stresses at the crack tip are
low. Following precracking, amachining operation is performed to remove an embrittled layer of material thickness
(-0.38 mm) at the root of each central load-diffusion control slot where it intersects the crack. The embrittled layers
are introduced into the specimen by an electro-discharge
machining process used to cut the slots. Then the transverse arms are EB welded to the specimen.

containing the through-crack. The crack is cut between two
opposite central load diffusion control slots to produce a
two-dimensional (2-D) shallow crack with no singularity
on the surface. Figure 2.l(b) shows the profile of the crack
and the intersection of the crack and the central slot.
The test section of the specimen is fabricated from A 533
grade B class 1steel plate previously employed in the
HSST wide-platel6$l7and ~hallow-crack~
testing programs. The specimen is notched and precracked after the
two longitudinal arms are electron-beam (EB) welded to
NURFXYCR-6132
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Biaxial
from the specimen midplane can be effective in controlling
these peak KIvalues. Figure 2.2 illustrates different slot
configurations that were analyzed to demonstrate the techniques. In Fig. 2.2(u), the edge of the center slot is positioned at the boundary of the specimen test section. In
Fig. 2.2(b), the outer slot extends inward across the test
section boundary for a distance of 8.9 mm and toward the
specimen centerline. Figure 2.2(c)shows a configuration
from which the center slot is located away from the test
section boundary a distance of 5.1 mm and away from the
specimen centerline. The slot configuration of Fig. 2.2(4
represents a superposition of the shift in the outboard slots
of Fig. 2.2(b) and of the center slot in Fig. 2.2(c), which
yields a cumulative slot differential of 14 mm. The common factor of configurations (bHd) in Fig. 2.2 is that the
outer slots project farther in toward the specimen centerlie
than does the center slot. Slot configuration (4essentially
eliminates stress concentrations that are present at the ends
of the crack in configuration (c). Results for contours of
von Mises effective stress (seeRef. 1) indicate a similar
reduction in stress peaks at the end of the crack for configuration (d) when compared to configuration (c).

Instrumentation is placed on the specimen to monitor
CMOD, load-line displacement (LLD), surface strain, and
temperature at various locations. A special load reaction
system has been constructed for applying bending loads (P)
to the arms of the specimen in a statically determinant
manner. Loading is applied at midspan to the specimen
using a square, flat seat having rounded edges and the
same planar dimensions as the test section. The test section
bends into two orthogonal surfaces that contact the Seat
along the outer edges, resulting in eight-point bending (or
four-point bending for the uniaxial case). Additional details
concerning instrumentation and the specially designed
loading system for the cruciform specimen are given in
Ref. 18.
An important element in the design of the cruciform specimen concerns the optimal positioning of the center loaddiffusion control slots to minimize peak KIvalues and
stress concentrations at the end of the crack. Results from
2-D and three-dimensional (3-D) fmite-element analyses
(described in Ref. 1) indicate that locating the center and
outer load-diffusion control slots at different distances

ORNL-DW(3 93-2729ET0

Outer Slot
Center Slot

Shallow
Outer Slot

Figure 2.2 Slot configurations used in analyses of the cruciform bend specimen: (a)uniform slots on test section
boundary, (6)outer slots extended inward by 8.9 mm acrass test section boundary, (c) center slot
contracted away by 5.1 mm from test sectionboundary, (6)a superposition of configurations (S) and (c)
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Biaxial
2.2.2 Test Matrix

cruciform specimen are approximately the same as for the
HSST Shallow-crack beams.

The HSST Progmm assigned five cruciform specimens to
the initial development phase of the biaxial testing pmgram. These "development" specimens were used to
evaluate the performance of the test specimen, test fxture,
and procedures and to develop a test specimen geometry
suitable for the generation of biaxial hcture toughness
data.

2.2.3 Experimental Results and
Interpretation
The conditions of each specimen at failure, test temperature, and specimen geometry are tabulated in Table 2.2
(from Ref. 1).Also included in the table are the plastic
component of the area under each P vs LLD curve (defined
as Upi>and P vs CMOD curve (defined as Api). Table 2.2
also lists the estimated toughness values for the tests with
the parameters used to estimate the toughness. The load
indicated in the table refers to the longitudinal load, that is,
the total load (as measured by the load cell) divided by 1.6
for the biaxial tests. The results indicated in Table 2.2
reveal consistent, repeatable mechanical responses for the
five tests.

Three specimen configurations having slot geometries
shown in Fig. 2.2(b)-(d) were tested. As indicated in the
summary of the test matrix shown in Table 2.1, configura-

tions (c)and (d)represented two specimens each. In addition, to ensure that initiation did not occur at the crack-slot
intersection of configuration (d), each comer of the crack
was blunted with a slitting saw.
Table 2.1 Test matrix for development phase of
biaxial testing program
SpecimenNo.

Test section
configuration

Load ratio

BB-1
BB-2
BB-3

b
C

BB-4

d

BB-5

d

0.6 1
0: 1
0.6:1
0.6 1
0.6 1

C

The test results indicate that the critical load for each
specimen was similar but that in the uniaxial test (BB-2)
the specimen was able to withstand substantially more
(=60%)deflection (LLD or CMOD) than the biaxial tests
(BB-1, -4, and -5). (Strains imposed in these tests were
substantially higher than any that would be produced in an
RPV either from normal or accident loading; this is a consequence of testing in the transition region of the toughness
curve.) In addition, the plastic "work" at the crack tip as
defined by either Upl or Apl in the three biaxial tests was
about one-third of the corresponding uniaxial value of Upl
or Apl. Furthermore, the critical displacements (LLDor
CMOD) and work performed (Upl or Apl) were consistent
for the three interpretable biaxial test results. These results
indicate a pronounced reduction in the ductility of the
material at fracture (as measured by critical displacement
or work) due to biaxial loading.

Of the five development specimens, four were tested under
biaxial loading, and one was tested under uniaxial loading.
All biaxially loaded cruciform specimens were tested
with a transverse-to-longitudinal load ratio of 0.61, as
described in Ref. 1. The uniaxially loaded cruciform specimen allows comparison with previous uniaxial shallowcrack specimens under identical test conditions (crack
depth, temperature, etc.). Testing cruciform specimens in
both uniaxial and biaxial loading configurations will allow
toughness values to be measured with only one test condition changed, namely, the out-of-plane loading.

Toughness data for the biaxial and uniaxial cruciform
specimens were calculated using the techniques described
in Ref. 1. The critical J-integral values were converted to
critical elastic-plastic, stress-intensity factors KJ,using the
plane strain formulation.* The data necessary to estimate
J and the resulting toughness values are tabulated in

Test conditions were selected to facilitate comparison of
data from the cruciform specimens with previous HSST
shallowcrack data tested under uniaxial conditions?
Several of the uniaxial shallow-crack tests were conducted
at T - R T ~ =T-1O"C, which is in the transition region of
the deep-crack toughness curve for A 533 B steel. The
A 533 B steel used for the test section material in these
tests has an RTNDTof -35°C. Therefore the test temperature for the cruciform specimen tests was set at -45°C. The
cruciform specimens were 91 mm deep with a crack depth
of 10mm. The beam width 0 and crack depth (a) of the

NUREGlCR-6132

*Some adjustment of the relationship between J and K may be appropriate
for the positive out-of-planestrain condition generated in the biaxially
loaded uuciform specimen. The form of this adjustment (ifany) has not
yet been investigated;however, future plans call for it to be a subject of
study within the HSST Program. In this report, the plane strain conversion from J to K k employed = a matter of convention for comparison with existing data Experimental and analyticalresults described
herein for toughness values and crack-driving forces are generated in
terms of J and consequentlyare unaffected by the conversion from J to
K.
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Table 2.2 Summary of results of the developmentphase of the biaxial testing program

Load ratio
Geometry
B, mm
W, mm
a, mm
Temperature, "C
Failure conditions
p,m
LLD, mm
CMOD, mm
Upl, W-mm
Apl, kN-mm

BB-2

BB-3

BB-4

BB-5

0.6:l

01

0.61

0.6 1

0.6 1

102
91
11.1
45

111
91
10.6
41

112
91
8.8
-47

111
91
10.1
4

111
91
10.0
-44

784
4.20
0.47
958
168

784
8.51
0.82
4110
455

818
5.10
0.47
1523
181

751
5.08
0.5 1
1501
206

0.195

0.117

0.189

0.190

1.15

3.53

2.76

3.55

3.61

3.48

JPl

Total J
KJc

101
102
10.7
-23a

b
'

763
4.06
0.65
1163
329

b

q-factors

Fracture toughness
Elastic component
Jel, Wlm
KI, m a 6
P vs CMOD
Jpi,kNlm
Total J, kNlm
Kjc, MPa&
P vs LLD

Average SENB
data
(for comparison)

BB-1

b

66.7
120

67.4
120

72.6
125

61.2
115

67
122

73.3
140
175

141
209
214

71.8
144
178

82.8
144
178

125
192
206

23.1
89.7
140

54.1
122
163

32.1
105
151

31.7
92.9
143

145
212
216

a R T for
~ this
~ material is -UoC, so T- RTNDT for these tests is the same.
bNot reported due to initiation in the corner.

BB-2 or the SENB data. The average of the biaxial toughless than the uniaxial cruciform value and
ness is ~ 2 0 %
~18%
less than the average of the uniaxial SENB and cruciform mults.* Second, the uniaxial cruciform value is
consistent with the SENB toughness results; this tends to
validate the use of the cruciform specimen for uniaxial data
generation. Thii,the scatter band of the biaxial data may

Table 2.2. The P vs CMOD method is considered the more
sensitive of the techniques examined for determining fi-acture toughness shallow-flaw specimens and is the primary
method used for the cruciform specimen analysis.
Toughness results for the SENB and cruciform specimens
expressed in terms of KjCare shown in Figs. 2.3-2.5 (taken
from Ref. 1).Figure 2.3 shows the deep- and shallow-crack
uniaxial toughness data as a function of n o r m a l i i temperature. The data at T - RTNDT= -10°C are plotted as a
function of crack depth in Fig. 2.4 and as a function of load
ratio in Fig. 2.5. Examination of the data in Figs. 2.3-2.5
and Table 2.2 reveals several important points. First, biaxial loading appears to reduce the fracture toughnesscompared with either the uniaxii cruciform vdue from test

*Conventional laboratory specimens have an essentially uniform crackdriving force through the thickness. Thus, toughnessinterpretationsare
based on a 2-D calculation without regard to the location of initiation
sites along the crack front. The variation in crack-driving force through
the thickness of the cruciform is substantially greater than that of mnventional specimens. This variation. combined with fractographydata on
location of initiation sites, provides a basis for 3-D interpretationsof
fracture toughness described in Chap. 4. This 3-Dinterpretationtends to
lower the toughness value determined from the specimen.
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Figure 2.3 Biaxial and uniaxial shallow-crack toughness data as function of normalized temperature
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Figure 2.5 Toughness data for deep- and shallow-crack specimens as function of load ratio at T R T ~ =
T- 1 O O C

be less than that associated with the uniaxial, shallowcrack data. An increase in toughness and scatter is associated with loss of constraint in laboratory specimens.
Results presented in Fig. 2.4 indicate that biaxially loaded

cruciform specimens yield results with reduced scatter. The
trends in the biaxial and uniaxial cruciform data described
here are tentative results based on very limited data. Addi-

tional data are required to substantiate these trends and to
provide better quantification of the effect of biaxial loading
on fracture toughness. Nonetheless these initial results
strongly suggest that an improved understanding of the
shallow-flaw and biaxial loading effects would significantly impact the fracture mechanics technologies
employed in =actor vessel failure predictions.

3 Constraint Analyses

3.1 Finite-Element Analysis of
Cruciform Specimen

support plate is incorporated into the finite-element model
of Fig. 3.2 using a contact element option in the ABAQUS
(Ref. 19) finite-elementprogram.

Threedimensional elastic-plastic, finite-elementanalyses
were performed on the cruciform specimen depicted in
Fig. 2.1. Local crack-tip stress fields obtained from these
analyses are used in applications of stress-basedconstraint
characterization models. The onefourth section of the cruciform specimen depicted schematically in Fig. 3.1 is r e p
resented in the 3-D finite-elementmodel of Fig. 3.2. The
model consists of 18,650 nodes and 3,890 twenty-node
isoparametric brick elements. Collapsed-prism elements
arranged in a focused or centered fan configuration at the
crack tip are used to produce a l/r strain singularity appropriate for inelastic analysis. Reduced integration was
employed to eliminate shear locking in the elements. The
cruciform specimen is assumed to be supported on a rigid
plate under the test section [Le., the area defined by
(-51 mm S 2 S 0,O I X S 51 mm) in Fig. 3.11 and loaded
by uniformly applied forces at the ends of the longitudinal/
transverse arms (Le., locations C and D in Fig. 3.1) to produce the uniaxial or biaxial bending conditions. The rigid

The full geometry of the load-diffusioncontrol slots is represented in the finite-elementmodel [Fig. 3.2(b)]. The slot
geometry incorporated in the model is represented by the
configuration of Fig. 2.2(d), which was used for test specimens BB-4 and -5. The same finite-elementmodel was
used for analysis of specimen BB-2, although the latter
employed a different slot configuration mg.2.2(c)]. The
model also incorporated a highly refined mesh in the
mck-tip region Fig. 3.2(c)] to provide resolution of stress
fields over the normalized distance 2 I rodJ I 5 in front of
the crack.

~

The outermost semicircular ring of nodes in the mesh of
Fig. 3.2(c) has a radius of 2 mm. Thii radius was extended
to 4 mm in a second fdte-element model developed for
analysis of the BB-2 test [Fig. 3.2(@]. The relatively
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DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS
Figure 3.1 Defdtion of coordinatesystem and locations of interest for interpretation of finite-elementresults from
analysis of HSST cruciform bend specimen
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Figure 3.2 (a)Finite-element model for local crack-tip analyses of cruciform bend specimen, (b)test sectionregion of
finite-element model for cruciform bend specimen, (c) highly refined crack-tip region of finite-element
model for cruciform bend specimen, and (6)finite-element model with expanded region of refinement
near the crack tip for analysis of uniaxially loaded cruciform specimen
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ConsGaint
higher failure load (measured in terms of J) of the latter
test required an expanded region of refinement to resolve
the stress at a normalized distance of rodJ = 5.

load vs deflection curves for the BB-2 test. Minor differences between the CMOD curves in Fig. 3.5 for BB-2 may
be partly due to differences in the slot cofiigurationsin the
model and in the BB-2 test specimen. The load vs deflection c w e s for specimens BB-4 and -5 are within the data
scatter for the two tests.

The material properties used for all calculations presented
herein include Young’s modulus E = 205,170 MPa,
Poisson’s ratio v = 0.25, and the piecewise linear stress
strain clirve depicted in Fig. 3.3. The curve in Fig. 3.3 rep
resents a modification of material data for A 533 gmde B
class 1steel taken from Ref. 17. The modification consists
of an adjustment of the yield stress to produce better agreement with load vs CMOD data from the biaxial tests
(described below).

The applied J vs longitudinal load at two positions along
the crack front, X = 0 and 26 mm (measured from the midplane), are given in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 for the uniaxial and
biaxial loading cases,respectively. These results illustrate
the lower J-value computed for the biaxially loaded specimen at failure as compared to the uniaxial case. Figure 3.8
depicts the variation Of Kj along the crack front as a function of the applied loading for the biaxially loaded specimen. As the failure load is approached in Fig. 3.8, the
crackdriving force remains relatively uniform across the
middle half of the crack front but decreases dramatically
toward the ends of the crack. The slot configuration was
designed to obtain this behavior to minimize the potential
for crack initiation at the ends of the slots. In Fig. 3.9, the
variations Of Kj (normalized by the midplane value) along
the crack front at low load and at load near failure are
compared for the uniaxial and biaxial (0.61) loading
cases. The differential placement of the outboard loaddiffusion control slots Fig. 2.2) effectively shields the end
of the crack from effects of stress concentration and
development of general yielding.

Results from small-strain analyses of tests BB-2
(uniaxially loaded specimen) and BB-4 and -5 (biaxially
loaded specimens) are compared with measured data in
Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. Because geometry and test conditions
were essentially the same for BB-4 and -5, only one computation was performed for the biaxial loading case. The
longitudinal-to-transverse load ratio and the load to failure
for each test are given in Table 2.2. In Fig. 3.4, the calculated longitudinal load vs LLD curves (measured at point C
in Fig. 3.1) are compared with measured data from each of
the three tests (BB-2,-4, and -5). Comparisons of calculated and measured longitudinal load vs CMOD for the
same tests are given in Fig. 3.5. Both Figs. 3.4 and 3.5
show good agreement between the computed and measured
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Figure 3.7 Applied J at X = 26 mm, uniaxial and biaxial 0.61 loading
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Figure 3.8 Variation of KJ along crack front, biaxial 0.61 loading
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3-2Stress Triaxidity (J-Q) Method

izes the magnitude of a spatially uniform (approximately)
hydrostatic stress state in a forward sector (181 Id 2 and
1I f 5 5 ) of the crack-tip region. The Q-stress, although
found to be essentially independent of f ,was formally
defined at f = 2, which falls just outside the finite strain
blunting zone. For conditions ahead of the crack that do
not conform to a spatially uniform hydrostatic stress field,
O'Dowd and Shih8 introduced Eq.(1) to emphasize the
explicit dependenceof Q upon distance 7. The latter definition of Q-stress is convenient for applications presented
herein due to the spatial dependenceof Q determined for
certain loading conditions applied to the cruciform specimen. Additional information concerning SSY solutions to
be used in Eq.(1) are given in Appendix A.

One of the methods used to assess the effects of shallowcrack depths and biaxial loading on crack-tip stress
triaxiality is the J-Q methodology. The J-Q method was
applied to the shallow- and deepcrack SENB specimens
previously? The J-Q method applied to the uniaxial and
biaxial cruciform spec-hen is based on analyses described
in the previous section. Results of the J-Q analyses from
both test series are presented in this chapter.
The definition of Q-stress employed here is given by
ODowd and Shih8 in the form

3.2.1 Application of J-Q Method to ShallowCrack Specimens

QO

The J-Q method was applied to a select number of shallowand deep-crack SENB specimens as described previously?
The Q-stress at failure for the deep-crack specimens was
found to be negligible, indicating that these specimens
failed under essentially SSY conditions. The shallow-crack
specimens, however, were found to have a Q-stress of
about -0.7 at failure, which represents a significant loss of
constraint. The opening-mode stresses ahead of the crack
tip for the shallow-crack specimens, shown in Fig. 3.10
from Ref. 5, exhibited a uniform deviation from the SSY
solution over a distance of 2 Ii I 10 (i.e., spatially uniform). The Q-stress was determined for these specimens

where f = r/(J/co) is a normalized distance measured in
the crack plane ahead of the crack tip (8= 0); the r, 8 polar
ccpordinate system is centered at the crack tip such that
8 = 0 corresponds to the crack plane ahead of the tip. In
Eq. (l), the Q-stress measures the departure of the openingmode stress oge from the reference plane strain SSY solution, normalized by the yield stress 00.
Using a modified boundary layer (MBL) formulation,
O'Dowd and Shih8 determined that the Q-stress character-

-

-e-

*

2.5

5.0

ORNL-DWG 92-2889 ET0

SSY

391 kN
703 kN
787 kN

7.5

10.0

Normalized Distance, r (J/oo)
Figure 3.10 Distributions of opening-mode stress component for SENB specimen with a/W = 0.1 as function of
applied load up to crack initiation
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Constraint
only at i: = 2. These specimens were used to construct a
preliminary J-Q toughness locus that could be then applied
to RPV analyses.

Appendix B of this report, the crack-tip constraint analyses
described in this section are reported using a finite strain
finite-element formulation. Again, interpretations of biaxial loading effects on stress triaxiality are unchanged from
the s m a i ~strain formulation. his agreement between the
fmite strain and small strain solutions supports conclusions
in Ref. 8 that small strain formulations for J-Q analyses are
generally acceptable.

The J-Q method was used to analyze the HSST wide-plate
which also had relatively shallow cracks (alw
0.2) and exhibited a significant toughness increase. While
the J-Q analysis revealed a loss of constraint associated
with the wide-plate tests, the J-Q locus for these tests
was not in agreement with the J-Q locus for the limited
shallow-crack tests.2o This discrepancy between the
shallow-crack and wide-plate J-Q analysis is currently
being investigated by reanalyzing both specimen types.*
This reanalysis has generated a J-Q failure locus based
on most of the shallow-crack data and several of the wide
plate results. A preliminary J-Q locus taken from this
upcoming report will be presented in the next section with
the cruciform data added.

-

Trends in the response of near-tip stress triaxiality to uniaxial and biaxial loading conditions can be interpreted
fromFigs. 3.11-3.23. Values of Q-stress are determined
from Eq. (1) and from the distributions given in Figs. 3.11
and 3.12 of opening-mode stress in the crack plane ahead
of the tip as a function of applied load for the uniaxial
and biaxial specimens, respectively. The SSY distribution
is taken from a boundary layer solution described in
Appendix A. For the uniaxial case Fig. 3.11), the stress
distribution continues to decrease with increasing applied
load, reflecting a progressive loss of stress triaxiity associated with shallow cracks in bending. In Fig. 3.12, the
decrease in-stress for the biaxial case relative to the SSY
solution saturates as the failure load is approached, resulting in near identical stress conditions ahead of the crack for
several load steps.

3.2.2 Application of the J-Q Method to
Cruciform Specimens
The J-Q constraint analyses reported in this section are
based on small strain finite-element formulations. In

*R. H. Dodds, Jr., “ConstraintAnalysis of the Shallow-Crackand Wide-

The variation of Q with F as a function of applied load
over the annulus 2 S f I 5 for the uniaxial and biaxial

Plate Test Results,”to be issued as a NUREG under subcontract to the
HSST Program.
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Figure 3.11 Normalized openingmode stress ahead of crack tip, X = 0 mm, uniaxial loading
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from the biaxial case given in Fig, 3.14. For this case,
Q varies negligibly with i (Le., I Q’l 0.01) over the
annulus 2 I i I 5 for the full range of loading. The
Q-stress steadily decreases to a value of -0.6, where it
remains (approximately) constant until failure conditions
are reached. This value of Q-stress agrees well with the
Q-stress determined at failure for the shallow-crack SENB
specimens. Comparison of these results with the uniaxial
case in Fig. 3.13 indicates that biaxial loading produces a
higher stress triaxiality (as quantified by Q) at failure conditions and a hydrostatic stress field that is more spatially
uniform over the annulus 2 I i I5. The interaction of the
local stress field and the far-field bending stresses in the
uniaxially and biaxially loaded cruciform specimens is discussed further in Sect. 3.4.

loading cases is shown in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14, respectively.
In Fig. 3.13, the Q-stress steadily decreases as the applied
load is increased and as general yielding develops in the
uniaxially loaded specimen. Also, the Q-stress exhibits a
dependence on radial distance with increasing load, an
effect previously observed in Fig. 3.1 1. The bending field
imposed on the beam by the applied loads progressively
impinges on the near crack-tip field within the region
defined by T I 5, producing an essentially linear dependence of Q upon T at higher J values.

-

To quantify changes in the stress triaxiality from a spatially
uniform hydrostatic field ahead of the crack, O’Dowd and
Shihs defined the mean gradient of Q over the annulus 1 1
f 15:
Q’ =

Q(T = 5) - Q(F = 1)

The evolution of the J-Q loading path at the midplane of
the cruciform specimen for the uniaxial and biaxial loading
cases is depicted in Figs. 3.15-3.18. The Q-stress is evaluated at distances ahead of the crack given by f = 2,3,4,
and 5 in Figs. 3.15-3.18, respectively. The J-Q loading
path for the biaxial case is essentially the same at i = 3,4,
and 5. The Q-stress reaches a constant value of approximately -0.6 as the loading path turns sharply upward and
failure conditions are approached. For the uniaxial case,
the J-Q path is sensitive to the choice of F (i.e., Q becomes
more negative with increasing T), as would be expected
from results shown previously in Fig. 3.13. Response of
the cruciform specimen in terms of measured P, LLD, and
CMOD data (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5) indicated no signifcant
biaxial loading effects for contained yielding conditions.
Similar behavior between the uniaxial and biaxial cases for
the J-Q trajectory is demonstrated only for values of i 2 4.
For this case, the uniaxial J-Q loading path follows the
biaxial path up to a value of J/(aoo) = 0.24 (which correand then
sponds to J 100 kw/m or KJ 150 MP&)
diverges from the biaxial case as yielding increases in the
specimens. In Fig. 3.18, the uniaxial and biaxial paths
diverge at a Q-stress value of -0.6, a condition that represents substantial loss of triaxiality.

4

The criterion of [
0.1 was proposed by O’Dowd and
Shihs as an indication that the Q-stress field is essentially
constant over the annulus 1 c T < 5. The Q’ function was
used in Ref. 8 to assess the dependence of Q upon F in
analyses of three-point bend bar specimens for a range of
crack depths. Values of I Q > 0.1 were computed at
higher loads for deep-crack geometries in these analyses,
reflecting the interaction of far-field bending stresses with
the near-tip field. (This spatial dependence of Q-stresses
was not evident in the HSST shallow-crack SENEI analyses
of Fig. 3.10.)

I

Previous discussion of Fig. 3.13 noted that the far-field
bending stresses impact stress fields on the annulus 2 < i c
5 at higher values of uniaxial loading applied to the cruciform specimen. For this specimen, Fig. 3.13 indicates that
the criterion Q’l< 0.1 is not satisfied on the annulus 2 c
f c 5 as failure load is approached. The Q’ criterion based
on a maximum of 0.1 appears to permit a large variation in
Q-stress over the crack-tip annulus. In this case, the variation in Q over the crack-tip annulus is greater than the difference between calculated Q-stress values for uniform and
biaxial loading cases. Thus, it remains difficult to support
the quantification of crack-tip constraint based on stress
conditions in this annulus that are so heavily influenced by
the far-field stresses. Consequently, application of the
Q-stress methodology under conditions represented by the
uniaxially loaded specimen at failure appears to be problematic. Further discussion of this issue is provided in subsequent sections in the context of J-Q trajectories and fractographic data concerning cleavage initiation sites.

-

I

Several observations can be made concerning the J-Q trajectories computed at selected locations ahead of the crack
tip in Figs. 3.15-3.18. Given the similarity of the uniaxial
and biaxial P-CMOD responses at low loads, the expectation is that the J-Q trajectories for the uniaxial and biaxial
specimens would exhibit similar behavior. Figure 3.15
depicts the J-Q trajectories computed at i = 2, that is, at
the location formally defining the Q-stress. The trajectory
for the uniaxial case exhibits a significantly higher constraint condition (i.e., higher Q-stress) than the biaxial case
for almost the entire loading path. This analytical result is
at odds with experimental results that imply the biaxially
loaded specimen is the more highly constrained specimen.

The effect on variation of Q-stress vs T due to addition
of the out-of-plane bending load is illustrated by results
NLTREG/CR-6132
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At failure conditions, however, the uniaxial Q-stress is
slightly more negative than the biaxial Q-stress, which is
consistent with expected behavior. With increasing distance from the crack tip, the J-Q trajectory for the uniaxial
case translates in the direction of decreasing triaxiity @e.,
more negative Q-stress values). For points in that portion
of the annulus defmed by i 2 4, the uniaxial and biaxial
trajectories are very similar for Q > -0.6 (see Figs. 3.17
and 3.18). However, there is no rationale for quantifying
constraint at distances relatively far removed from the
crack tip in an annulus where far-field stresses have a
strong influence as in the uniaxial case. Fractographic
examination of the test specimens (described in Chap. 4)
showed no evidence of cleavage initiation sites in the annulus under consideration. Therefore, the cruciform specimens will be interpreted in terms of J-Q trajectories
defined at i = 2, despite the previously observed inconsistencies between the uniaxial and biaxial trajectories at
lower load.
Corresponding results for the J-Q loading paths for the
uniaxial and biaxial cruciform specimen computed at a
point on the crack front located 26 mm from the midplane
are given in Figs. 3.19-3.22. These results show stress hiaxiality effects similar to those determined for the midplane of the specimen. In Fig. 3.22, the J-Q trajectories for
the uniaxial and biaxial loading cases diverge at Q -0.5,
which is somewhat higher than the corresponding midplane
value of -0.6 (seeFig. 3.18)

-

’

A J-Q failure locus for A 533 grade B class 1steel at one
temperature is schematically constructed in Fig. 3.23. This
failure locus utilizes J-Q trajectories from analyses of
shallow- and deep-crack SENl3 and HSST wide-plate data
performed by Dodds.* The estimated J-Q toughness values
for the uniaxially and biaxially loaded cruciform specimen
at i = 2 are also included. Figure 3.23 depicts the scatter
for a toughness locus corresponding to these J-Q trajectories. The toughness locus implies that reduced stress triaxiality (as reflected in more negative values of Q) is associated with increases both in apparent fracture toughness and
in data scatter. The trajectories for the cruciform specimens
fall well within the scatter of the failure locus. Also, the
tendency for the biaxially loaded specimen trajectory to
saturate at a higher stress triaxiality (i.e., less negative
Q-stress) and turn abruptly upward suggest that biaxii
loading could produce less data scatter in shallow-crack
geometries than the uniaxial case.

*R H. Dodds, Jr., “Constraint Analysis of the Shallow-Crackand Wide
Plate Test Results,” to be issued as a NUREG under subcontract to the
HSST Program

3.3 Fracture Toughness Scaling Model
(Dodds-Anderson)
The Dodds-Anderson (or D-A) scaling modello analyzes
constraint conditions by determining the area (or volume
when considering a 3-D geometry) within a particular
stress contour for a finite-body geometry and scaling that
area (or volume) with an equivalent SSY solution. The
SSY state is then considered to yield true fracture toughness results completely independent of specimen size or
loading and is comparable to a specimen of infinite size.
The scaling model has been successfully applied to fracture
toughness results exhibiting either a loss of in-plane constraint (i.e., shallow cracks) or out-of-plane constraint (Le.,
thickness effectsl.10 The W i g model assumes that the
volume of critically stressed material surrounding the crack
tip is the same in different specimens with different constraint conditions. As a result, the SSY critical fracture
toughness can be determined in a high-constraint geometry
and then applied to a low-constraint geometry or vice
versa.

3.3.1 Application of Scaling Model to
Shallow-Crack Data
The D-A scaling model has been used to investigate both
in-plane and out-of-plane constraint loss in the HSST
shallow- and deep-mck test results. The in-plane investigation is reported herein, the application of the model to
out-of-plane constraint or thickness effects is the subject of
a separate repoxtt The scaling model was applied to the
shallowcrack data using information available in the
literature21 without the need of additional crack-tip
analysis.
The fracture toughness data from the HSST shallow-crack
program are shown in Fig. 3.24 as a function of n o d z e d
temperature (’-IR
’ T ~ T )The
. shallow-crack toughness
increase can be quantified by a temperature shift of -35°C.
The data within the box at a normalized temperature range
of approximately -10°C to -25°C in Fig. 3.24 are replotted
in Fig. 3.25 as a function of crack depth. As expected in a
low-constraint geometry, Fig. 3.25 shows both an increase
in the fracture toughness values and data scatter from the
shallow-crack specimens when compared with the deepcrack specimens. Figures 3.24 and 3.23 are complementary, both indicating an increase in toughness and data
scatter with decreased constraint. The regression analysis
shown in Fig. 3.25 indicates a mean shallowcrack

tT. J. Theiss and S. K. Iskander, Constraint dSfiztrXa1Anulyses of
TransitionRangeA533 B ToughnessDa@ USNRC Report
NUREG/CR-6106(ORNUIu-12467), to be published,
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Figure 3.24 HSST shallow-crack fracture toughness results as function of normalized temperature T R T ~ T
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toughness value of about 1.6 times the deep-crack toughness as previously reported?
The following criteria developed by Dodds and
AndersonlO indicate dimensions in deep-crack (alw>
0.5) specimens necessary for SSY

toughness, and ofis the flow stress of the material. Specimens not meeting the criteria are expected to exhibit a
toughness increase due to the loss of out-of-planeconstraint. The ratio aof/Jc was determined for each specimen
and is listed in Table 3.1. As expected, the ratio exceeds
200 for most of the deepcrack specimens and is considerably less than 200 for the shallow-crack specimens.

(3)

ab,B2200Jdof,

where a is the crack depth, b is the remaining ligament, B
is the specimen thickness, Jc is the cleavage J-integral

Using the D-A1° analysis results, Wallin21 has quantified
in-plane constraint loss by the following equation:

Table 3.1 Results of scaling model applied to shallow-crack data

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
12A
13A
14A1
14A2
15A
16A
17
18
20
21
22
24
25
26
27
28
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

-1
-26
-20
-24
-24
-25
-27
-25
-22
-22
-25
-22
-24
-23
-9
-11
-9
-9
-12
-8
9
-9
11
-8
8
8
-24
-25
-7
9
-25
-88
-88
-91
8
-23
-24
-24

10.0
51.8
51.2
51.9
10.2
9.6
9.5
14.0
8.4
49.8
8.8
8.7
8.7
50.0
51.0
50.8
50.2
50.8
50.7
51.9
52.6
10.6
10.8
10.7
10.9
52.0
52.0
11.0
10.7
10.3
51.5
11.1
10.7
10.4
51.7
51.6
10.8
10.8

279
98
105
155
145
267
220
189
139
103
174
171
126
103
119
143
145
93
134
109
141
213
391
174
298
219
136
189
230
331
108
68
55
69
140
91
169
157

13
579
490
230
51
14
21
42
46
494
31
31
58
501
369
255
244
601
289
445
254
23
7
35
12
105
290
32
20
9
455
327
499
307
255
645
39
45

6.33
1.03
1.04
1.10
1.80
5.58
3.71
2.05
1.94
1.04
2.60
2.56
1.67
1.04
1.05
1.09
1.09
1.03
1.07
1.04
1.09
3.37
13.68
2.34
6.93
1.30
1.07
2.51
3.92
9.54
1.04
1.06
1.04
1.07
1.09
1.02
2.16
1.95
I

111
96
103
147
108
113
114
132
100
101
108
107
97
101
116
137
138
91
129
107
135
116
106
114
113
192
131
119
116
107
106
66
54
67
134
90
115
112
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confirms that the & data are independent of crack depth.
The mean and standard deviation of the shallow- and deepcrack data are included on Fig. 3.27 as well. The mean values are almost identical at 112m a &
for the shallowcrack & data and 114M P a G for the deep-crack K,
data.The shallow-crack & also exhibit substantially less
scatter than the original shallow-crack data in Fig. 3.25.
The standard deviation of the original shallow-crack KJ,
data was 37.2ma&; the shallow-crack & data had a
deviation of only 8.1 m a & . All of the data in Fig. 3.27
met the criteria of Jm/Jo I 4 except one specimen that had
a Jm/Jo ratio of -5.6.The average Jm/J0 ratio for the
shallowcrack specimens in Fig. 3.27 was 2.73;the average
deep-crack specimen Jm/Jo value was 1.05.

(4)

where Jo is the SSY or reference value of J, and J m is the
value of J in the finite body geometry. Equation (4) is
applicable to materials with a Ramberg-Osgood hardening
exponent of -10,such as A 533 B steel. It is recommended
in Ref. 10 that results from the above equation not be used
in situations in which J/Jo > 4. The SSY value (Jo) was
computed from Q. (4) for each specimen tested as a part
of the HSST Shallow-Crack Program. The results are listed
in Table 3.1 as Jm/Joand &.The plane-strain elastic
modulus was used to convert from J to K. The & results
are shown in Fig. 3.26 as a function of normalized temperature. The & results show no toughness increase
associated with the shallow-flaw specimens. As shown in
Fig. 3.26,several of the shallow-crack & data are below
the corresponding deep-crack & data at higher temperatures.These specimens exhibited a J&J0 adjustment >4
and do not represent the SSY toughness value.

Several conclusions can be drawn from the application of
the D-A scaling model to the HSST shallow-crack data.
First, the scaling model works very well with the shallowcrack data. The model adjusts both shallow- and deep
crack data to the SSY toughness value. In addition, the
scatter in the corrected toughness data was also reduced
by the application of the scaling model to the original
shallowcrack toughness results. Furthermore, the scaling
model is very simple to use in this application. The analysis of the data using the scaling model required no additional crack-tip analysis. The constraint corrections wefe
based on specimen geometry and cleavage toughness
results. It appears likely that Jc predictions for shallowcrack geometries could be made from & data obtained
from deep-crack specimens.

The & values as a function of crack depth in the transition
region &e., the data subset in Fig. 3.26 within the box) are
shown in Fig. 3.27.The data in Fig. 3.27 correspond to the
uncorrected data in Fig. 3.25.As indicated in Fig. 3.27,the
16 results are reduced to a toughness level independent of
the crack depth of the specimens. Comparing Figs. 3.25
and 3.27,the deep-crack data in Fig. 3.27 experience little
to no reduction to their & values, while the shallow-crack
data are reduced substantially to almost exactly the same
toughness level. The regression analysis shown in Fig. 3.27
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3.3.2 Application of Scaling Model to
Cruciform Beam Data
Dodds et al.l have also developed a methodology for performing donstraint adjustments of fracture toughness data
from test specimens that utilize a J-Q description of the
crack-tip stress fields. This methodology has the advantage
of being computationally simpler to apply than the
stressed-volume technique for constraint correction previously introduced by Dodds and Anderson.l0 Applications
of this simplified approach to data !?om the uniaxially and
biaxially loaded cruciform specimens, which draw upon
the J-Q analyses of the previous section, are presented
herein.
The modified D-A scaling procedure, like the scaling
model previously described, determines the ratio of fmitebody toughness to SSY toughness (Le., Jm/J0).The modified D-A scaling procedure is based on the observationll
that even under different constraint conditions the shape of
the principal stress contour ahead of the crack tip remains
the same, with only the size varying. Thii relationship is
maintained until deformation becomes excessive. Critically
stressed areas ahead of the crack can be related to critical
distances ahead of the crack, which allows the use of the
near-tip stress field to determine Ja/Jo. Figure 3.28 shows
the stresses ahead of the m c k tip for the SSY solution and
the cruciform specimen under uniaxii and biaxial loading.

The uniaxial and biaxial stresses are at (or near) the critical
value of J. This allows the determination of the constraint
conditions (and Jo toughness) in these specimens at failure
(i.e., critical SSY toughness, Jo). The threebiaxial specimens yielded toughness values sufficiently close such that
only one J value for these specimens is necessary.
Two different methods of applying the D-A scaling procedure were used for these results.* Both methods begin with
the ratio of the distance ahead of the crack tip, i, for the
fmite-body and SSY solutions to determine the J a / J 0
ratio. Both methods begin the construction with an i value
of about 2. The fnst method holds the fmite-body stress
constant at i = 2 and determines the distance ahead of the
crack tip in the SSY solution that corresponds to that stress
(see Fig. 3.28). The second method begins with the SSY
stress at ri = 2 and fmds the distance corresponding to that
stress in the finite-body solution(s). Both of these methods
are outlined in Fig. 3.28. The first method begins with the
finite-body stress at 7 = 2 or r = 2Jm/oo.The distance in
the SSY solution that yields the same critical stress is i =
11.63 or r = 11.63 J&o. Because the critical distances are
assumed equal, Jm/J0= 11.63D.Oor 5.82. The second
method yields a Jm/J0of 2.0/0.621= 3.22.

*Private conversationwith R H. Dodds, Jr., Sept. 28,1993.
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Figure 3.28 Determination of fite-body to SSY toughness ratio from stresses ahead of crack tip

The two methods of applying the D-A scaling model just
described yield Jm/Joratios that are quite different. Theoretically, as discussed in Ref. 11, both methods should
yield identical results. One reason for this problem is that
these are numerical approximations to the stfesses near the
crack tip, which always contain some error. The SSY stress
solution tends to flatten as distance from the crack tip
increases, which could exaggerate the error in Jm/J0with
increasing distance from the crack tip. Furthermore, the
first D-A scaling method used distances greater'than f =
10, which is typically far beyond the process zone for
cleavage fracture. (Additional infonnation on the location
of the cleavage origin site ahead of the crack tip will be
covered in Chap. 4.) For the two reasons just outlined, the
second D-A scaling procedure that uses smaller distances
ahead of the crack tip is the preferred method in this investigation and will be used to interpret the results.

Table 3.2 Scaling model results at distances
ahead of crack tip for the uniaxial and
biaxial cruciform specimens (at critical load)

r

1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
1.5

2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0

The Jm/J0rcisults using the D-A scaling procedure for the
uniaxial'and biaxial cruciform specimens at i = 1.5 to 4
are included in Table 3.2. These results are plotted as a
function of distance ahead of the crack tip in Fig. 3.29.
Examination of these results leads to several observations.
First,the J ratios (and subsequently Jo) vary as a function
of distance ahead of the crack tip. For the uniaxii cruciform, the Jm/Joratio increases from -3 at i = 1.5 to -4 at
i = 4. The biaxial cruciform shows a s i m i i increase in
NUREGKR-6132

OSSY/O,

-

~FB

Uniaxial loading
3.248
0.502
3.139
0.621
3.048
0.744
2.986
0.831
2.931
0.916
2.881
0.994
Biaxial loading
3.248
0.394
3.139
0.493
3.048
0.589
2.986
0.669
2.931
0.765
2.881
0.842

JF~Jo

2.99
3.22
3.36
3.61
3.82
4.02
3.81
4.06
4.24
4.48
4.58
4.75

Jm/Jowith distance ahead of the crack tip. In Ref. 11, the
calculation of Jo is considered valid when values determined at F = 1.5 and at i = 4 differ by <lo%.The variation in Jm/J0(and subsequently Jo)shown in Fig. 3.29 is
about 25%over this range for both the uniaxial and biaxial
34
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Figure 3.29 Finite-body to SSY toughness ratio as a function of normalized distance ahead of crack tip

very limited number of tests. Additional tests will be necessary to determine if these trends continue.

cases. The D-A scaling model results do not, therefore,
meet the criteria established in Ref. 11.

The Jo values were caIcuIated for the uniaxial and biaxial
cruciform tests for comparison with SENB Jo values using
the analytically based JFB values and the Jm/J0ratios
determined at i = 2. The ratio at f = 2 was chosen
because the Q-stress is typically determined at that location
and the biaxial and uniaxial stresses ahead of the crack tip
are almost identical at that location (seeFig. 3.28). The Jo
and K, values for the four cruciform tests are shown in
Table 3.3 along with the upper and lower SSY toughness
results from the shallow- and deep-crack SENB tests;&
values are also included in Fig. 3.27. As indicated in Table
3.3, all of the cruciform SSY toughness values are within
the range of SSY data from the SENE3 specimens. The Jo
values &om the biaxial cruciform are near the lower limit
of the SENB Jo range; the uniaxial Jo value was nearer the
upper l i t . Additional data are necessary to determine the
full range of SSY toughness values under uniaxial and
biaxial loading.

There are two potential explanations for Jo varying by
more than the accepted criteria of 10%. The first is the
nature of the cruciform specimen itself, which possesses
3-D stress fields that vary through the thickness (see
Fig. 3.8). The D-A scaling model allows the use of critically stressed areas ahead of the crack, assuming a relatively constant field through a specimen thickness. The
second explanation is the assumption that the stressed areas
in these cases are similarly shaped, allowing the comparison of distances ahead of the crack rather than areas. This
assumption could lead to variations in Jo that might not
exist had the D-A scaling model used contour areas.
'

Figure 3.29 indicates that the range of Jm/Joratios for the
uniaxial cruciform is consistent with previous Jm/J0
values for the shallow-crack SENB specimens. The uniaxial cruciform yields values of Jm/JObetween 3 and 4;
the shallow-crack SENB specimens yielded Jm/Joratios
ranging from 1.8 to 5.6, averaging -2.7. Finally, as shown
in Fig. 3.29, the biaxial Jm/J0ratio is -25% greater than
the uniaxial J-ratio.This implies greater constraint loss for
the biaxial specimen than the uniaxial specimen, a result
which is inconsistent with the experimental toughness
results. However, these ratios have been determined for a

3.4 Discussion of Crack-Tip Analyses
The J-Q method and D-A scaling model have been applied
to the shallow- and deep-crack SENE3 tests and the uniaxial
and biaxial cruciform tests. Data sets used in these applications are generated from tests of specimen geometries that
35
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Table 3.3 SSY toughness results for the uniaxial and biaxial
cruciform specimens
Specimen
Loading
NO.
configuration

w/m)

160
257
160
174

39.4
79.8
39.4
42.9

0.61
0: 1
0.61
0.61

BB-1
BB-2
BB-4
BB-5
~~

Notes:

JFB
m/m)

JO

KFB
(MPal/;;;)

190
Ul
190
198

KO

(MPaJm)

94
134
94
98

~

Jm/J0ratio at T = 2 was used.
mane strain relationship between J and K was used.

SENB (shallow- and deepcrack) SSY data were Jo = 35.9-95.8 kN/mor K,= 90147 ma-&.

observations of the limitations of the two methods applied
to the cruciform specimen are presented herein.

provide a contrast in analytical modeling requirements.
The SENB specimen is modeled in terms of a 2-D plane
strain formulation, while the cruciform specimen exhibits a
fully 3-D character that must be considered. Analysis
resultsindicate that both methodologies can be used successfully to interpret experimental results from the deep
and shallow-mck SEN3 specimen tests. Applications of
the two methodologies to the cruciform specimen each
showed promising features, but they also raised several
issues concerning constraint analysis based on near-tip
stress fields. These issues have been identified and
discussed in the preceding sections. Some additional

Figure 3.30 shows the stresses ahead of the crack tip for
the SSY solution and the uniaxial and biaxial cruciform
specimens at the critical value of J. (Figure 3.30 is identical
to Fig. 3.28 except for the distance scale and the consmction of Jm/Jo.)Because both the J-Q method and the scaling model are based on the stresses ahead of the crack tip,
observations about Fig. 3.30 are germane to both techniques. First,the coincidence of the critical crack-tip

4.5

4

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

ru0I J

Figure 3.30 Openingmode stresses’aheadof crack tip for the SSY solution and uniaxial and biaxial cruoiform
specimens at critical values of Y
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stresses near the crack tip (f I 2) is encouraging and hdicates the potential applicability of thesemethods to the

Constraint
specimen is not constant within the range of i = 1 5 to 5

,

because of the interaction of the bending stresses with the
crack-tip singular stresses. In fact, the uniaxial stresses in
Fig. 3.30 between i = 6 and 8 appear to be controlled by
the far-field bending'stress, resulting in a near linear stress
distribution. If the identical load were applied to the specimen in a tensile manner rather than throughbending loads,
the Q-stress for the uniaxiai specimen is expected to be
more uniform than shown in Fig. 3.31. It is anticipated,
. however, that the bending stress field will influence the
uniaxial and biaxial specimens less as he specimeh size
increases and/or the load at failure decreases.

uniaxial and biaxial crucifonn specimens. Furthermore,
both the uniaxial and biaxial stresses deviate signifcantly
from the SSY solution, indicating that the J-integral alone
cannot characterize the crack-tip stresses. The crack-tip
stresses for the uniaxial and biaxial cruciform specimens
begin to diverge at i = 2, which reflects that the far-field
bending stresses are beginning to impinge on the crack-tip
stresses in the u r i M case. In other words, at distances .
very near the crack tip, (7 I 2), the s k s e s are dominated
by the crack-tip singularity. At distances satisfying i: > 2,
however, the stresses tend to be influenced by the far-fieId
bending stress, resulting in a divergence of the uniaxial and
biaxial stresses. Physically, F 2 2 represents a distance
ahead of the crack tip of 1.2 and 0.8 mm for the uniaxial
and biaxial cruciform specimens, respectively. These distances are well within the corresponding plastic zone
radius that is conservatively estimated, from the plane
to be 14 and 9.6 mm for the uniaxial and
strain
biaxial case at failure, respectively. In reality, both the uniaxial and biaxial specimens have reached a condition of
uncontained yielding at the point of failure.

~n
contrast with the uniaxial specimen, the*iaxial tress
shown in Fig. 3.31 is relatively,constantover the distances
shown. In fact, the biaxial Q-s&s at failure agrees well
with the shallow-crack Q-stressdetermined Erom the
SENB specimens? The reason for the constant biaxial
Q-stress appears to be due to offsetting effects. First,the
bending stress tends to drive the Q-stress more negative
with distance from the crack tip as in the uniaxial case. The
offsetting effect is the out-of-plane biaxial load itself. The
addition of the out-of-plane stress increases the hydrostatic
srress, which in turn increases the opening-mode stress.
The offsetting nature of the bending stress and the out-ofplane stress cannot be generaliied, however, for other
biaxially loaded specimens.

The difference between the SSY stresses and the uniaxial
and biaxial stresses (i.e., the Q-stress) ahead of the crack
tip is shown in Fig. 3.31. The Q-stress for the uniaxial
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Constraint
The application of crack-tip analysis to a shallow-crack
cruciform specimen under biaxial loading such as
described in this chapter represents a significant challenge
for these techniques. Differences in constraint conditions
due to a biaxial load are difficult to quantify because of the
absence of an appropriate distance parameter. Out-of-plane
constraint (i.e., thickness effects) can be quantified in terms
of the specimen thickness B. In-plane constraint loss is
similarly related to a shallow-crack depth, a or aW.
Biaxial loading, however, which impacts the crack-tip
stresses substantially, has no appropriate length scale or
distance parameter to which the constraint condition can be
related. Another way of considering the influence of biaxial loading is that the out-of-plane stress appears to make
the specimen behave as a larger uniaxial specimen.

cant manner under conditions of uncontained yielding.
Preliminary estimates from Ref. 23 indicated that under
contained yielding, changes in initiation toughness due to
biaxial effects would not exceed a few percent. Biaxial
effects were exhibited in the cruciform specimen at conditions beyond contained yielding. The analyses confm
previously described experimental trends. As shown in
Fig. 3.30, uniaxial and biaxial near-tip stresses (f 5 2) are
coincident at failure loads. The applied load at which failure occurred in the uniaxial and biaxial specimens is
almost identical; however, the critical value of toughness
(J in Fig. 3.30) is quite different. Biaxial loading further
alters the way that applied load on a cracked specimen is
related to the crack-driving force. Biaxial loading also
substantially reduces the ductility of a specimen.
Additional crack-tip analysis and additional biaxial tests
are necessary before the impact of the biaxial loads on the
fracture resistance of an W V is understood.

The final impact of out-of-plane biaxial loading is not fully
known at this time. It is known, however, that biaxial loading does impact the conditions at the crack tip in a signifi-

1,
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4 Fractography and Fracture Characterization Issues

4.1 Fractographic Examinations

the estimates of CTOD determined using the crack-tip
blunting show good agreement with the experimental estimates of CTOD. This agreement tends to validate the techniques used in these evaluations and provides an independent verification of previously reported CTOD values.

Fractographic examinations were conducted on the cruciform specimens and several of the shallow- and deep-crack
specimens to examine the fracture modes, cleavage origins,
and other characteristic surface features. The examinations
included optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
observations as well as measurement of several key parameters. Previous fractographic results1 have focused on the
measurement of the fractographic data and a description of
the general features of the fracture surface of the specimen(& This section includes fractographic information
reported previously on the cruciform specimens and
describes additional fractographic information on these
specimens, including the data from additional shallow- and
deep-crack beams for comparison. This section also combines pertinent fractographic, analytical, and experimental
results from these specimens and provides an interpretation
(or reinterpretation) of analytical or experimental results in
light of existing fractographic information.

Examining the ductile crack extension (Aa) and distance to
the cleavage origin (X) reveals that shallow-flaw specimens often show less ductile crack extension (Aa) and
cleavage origin distances (X) than d&p-crack specimens at
comparable toughness levels. Additional deep-crack toughness data are necessary, however, to determine if this trend
is a function of crack depth or toughness. Finally, the
cleavage origin distances (X) tend to be smaller in the
specimens tested under 0.61 biaxial loading than in the
uniaxii specimens. Again, additional data are required to
confirm this trend.

4.2 Cleavage Initiation Sites and StressBased Fracture Characterization

The fractographic information obtained thus far from the
cruciform, shallow- and deepcrack specimens is listed in
Table 4.1. The information is generally consistent among
the different specimen types or loading conditions. Specific
details concerning the measurement methods used to compile Table 4.1 are found in Ref. 1.In addition to the fractographic information, Table 4.1 contains a comparison of
fractographic and experimental estimates of CTOD for
several deep- and shallowcrack specimens. The experimental estimate of CTOD is detailed in Ref. 5. The fractographic estimate of CTOD is calculated using the crack-tip
blunting measurement (seeFig. 4.1) assuming an opening
angle of 45" [i.e., CTOD = (2) (sin 45) (blunting)]. Recent
fractographic measurements indicate that the opening angle
(0 in Fig. 4.1) seems to vary with fracture toughness but
averages about 45".Future plans include the measurement
of the crack-opening angle in different specimens and correlation of the angle with fracture toughness or other
parameters. Toughness values shown in Table 4.1 are all
based on the area under the P-CMOD curve method
described in Chap. 2.

Measured data in Table 4.1 are Wing used to assess the
relevance of stress-based fracture characterizations to conditions at cleavage initiation sites in SENB and cruciform
beam test specimens. (Previous studies that seek to interpret fracture toughness results through fractographic observations include those of Heerens et alJ4)The important
elements of this study can be'summarized through reference to Fig. 4.2. Figure 4.2(u) and (b) depicts normalized
opening-mode, near-crack-tip stress distributions from
finite-strain analyses of SENE3 and biaxially loaded cruciform specimens; the stress distributions are plotted vs normalized distance in front of the crack tip. The finite-strain
SSY solutions are shown for reference. In Fig. 4.2(c) and
(4,normalized distances [(X + Aa)so/n to cleavage initiation sites are plotted for SENB and cruciform bend test
specimens. Values for the distance X + Aa, measured from
the tip of the fatigue precrack to the cleavage initiation site,
are taken from Table 4.1.
The central issue here concerns the location of a preponderance of the cleavage initiation sites relative to that
region in front of the crack tip where increasing applied J
implies increasing opening-mode stress. In Fig. 4.2(a), an
effectof progressive loss of stress triaxiality is to shift the
stress peak to the left (i.e., toward the crack tip) relative to
the SSY stress peak. Given these conditions, the following
question is posed: Do the measured cleavage initiation sites
tend to fall in a region of the computed smss field where
opening-mode stress is increasing with increasing applied
J, that is, in Region A of Fig 4.2(u) to the right of the stress

Several observations can be made relative to the information in Table 4.1. Additional data, however, are necessary
before these observations can be deemed conclusive. The
fractographic data show remarkable similarity in the measurements in all specimens with both ductile m c k extension (Aa) and cleavage origin distances ( X ) falling within a
narrow range. This is partially explained by the &ow
range of toughness values. The data also show a consistent
correlation between toughness and Aa + X values. Next,
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Table 4.1 Sununary of fractographic information

8

Specimen

Specimen

Flaw

No.

type

depth

11
12
38
31
22

SENB

Shallow

SENB
SENB
SENB

W P
shallow
Deep

SENB

shallow

24

SENB

h P

27
28
BB-1
BB-2
BB-3
BB-4
BB-5

SENB
SENB
Cruciform
Cruciform
Cruciform
Cruciform
CNcifOrm

Shallow
shallow
Shallow
Shallow
Shallow
Shallow
Shallow

ahcation of origin unclear.
b i g i n in corner.
U
o
t measured.

KjC
wa&)

T-RTNDT

("C)

139
103
157
108
298
219
230
331
175
214

-22
-22
-24
-25
8
8

c

-12
-1 1
-9

178
178

-7
9
-10

4

Dhstaaace from
DUCtk
IDisOance
crack
fatisue precrack to Blunting Fractograpbic Experimental
CTOD
CTOD
toorigin, extension, initiationlocation,
(Jim)
W)
b)
X
Aa
da+X

W)

(urn)

74-1504
75-1204
200
70
350
550-9504
220
750
90-125'
50-iw
b
140

63
24
74
. 11
535
342
270
750

90

64
77
45
83
87

(lun)

138-213
99-144
274
81
885
892-1292
490
1500
154-189
127-177
b
223
177

80
70
108
88
628
324
290
c

c
c
c
c
c

136
119
184
150
1069
551
494

196
61
206
63
942
367
559

Fractography

DISTANCE TO INITIATION, X

*

1/2 CTOD

CLEAVAGE FRACTURE

Figure 4.1 Schematic defining fractographic variables

ence a stress fieid that decreases in magnitude with increasing J). The expectation* is that a cleavage initiation event
governed by a stress-based criterion will occur in a rising
near-tip stress field under increasing applied load.

fied blunting and translation of the tip without considering
the complexities of the actual process. Inclusion of model
refinements associated with these crack-tip processes can
potentially influence the near-crack-tip stress fields and,
consequently, interpretationsof any comparisons between
analyticalpredictions and measured fractographic data.

Results depicted in Fig. 4 2 permit comparisons of normalized distances from the crack tip to opening-mode stress
p@s at failure and to measured cleavage initiation sites.
For the SENE?shallow-crack specimens, the initiation sites
appear to fall in the region experiencing a rising stress
field, that is, to the right of the stress peak in Fig.-4.2(a).
The cruciform specimens present a contrasting result, with
the sites located in a falliig stress field with increasing J,
that is, to the left of the stress peak in Fig. 4.2(&).Thus,
fractographicdata from the SENB shallow-crack specimens Fig. 42(c)] end to support the expectation for a
critical stress-based fracture criterion discussed above,
while data from the cruciform specimens [Fig. 4.2(d)]
r uire further study for reasons discussed below.

The opening-mode stress distributions in Fig. 4.2(a) and
(&) are plotted vs normalized distance from the crack tip
based on the initial undeformed confguration of the
model. Of necessity, measurements taken on the fracture
surfaces and compiled in Table 4.1 are given in terms of
deformed points in the broken specimen. To compensate
for these differences, adjustments of the material reference
configuration have been proposed for the analytical and
experimental plots of Fig. 42. One option is to plot the
opening-mode stress distribution in terms of the deformed
coofdinatesof the fdte-element model and compare this
directly with distance X measured from the tip of the
blunted crack to the cleavage initiation site.

qyk? (Material points to the left of the stress peak experi-

v

Results of this comparison between locations of the stress
peak and the cleavage initiation sites for the cruciform
specimens must be evaluated in the context of several factors. The fractographicdata in Table 4.1 reflect that the
process leading to cleavage fractureinvolves ductile
extension of the crack tip before unstable cleavage. The
fmite-element models employed in analyses of the specimens in Table 4.1 do not incorporate the micromechanical
processes that lead to generation of new fracture surfaces
before the onset of cleavage instability. The 3-D fmiteelement model of the cruciform specimen descn'bed herein
u t i l i centered-fan crack-tipelements that allow a simpli-

*W. E.. Pennell et al., Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc, Oak Ridge
Nd. Lab., "Biaxial Loading and Shallow-Flaw Effects on Crack-Tip
Constraint and FractureToughness,"presented at the Twenty-first
Water Reactor Safety Information Meeting, Bethesda, Md, Od. 25,
1993.

The proposed adjustment for results given in Fig. 4 2 is
based partly on a hypothesis describing micromechanical
processes leading to cleavage fracture in the test specimens
of Table 4.1. Studies to effectively validate such adjustments or hypotheses have been initiated but not completed.
Motivation for such adjustments is derived primarily from
recognized limitations of the analytical models in representing the micromechanics of fracture processes. It* has
been proposed that development and application of a
micromechanical model based on void formation and strain
softening concepts (e.g., see Ref. 25) could potentially
resolve issues related to representation of crack-tip stress
fields.
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Figure 4.2 (a)Distributions of opening-mode stress component for SENB specimen with a/W = 0.1 as function of
applied load up to crack initiation; (b)distribution of opening-mode stress component for biaxial shallowcrack cruciform specimen; (c) toughness vs normalized distance to initiation site for shallow- and deepcrack SENB specimens; and (a) toughness vs normalized distance to initiation site for uniaxial and biaxial
shallow-crack cruciform specimens
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Fractography
increases into the elastic-plasticdomain, thickness variation in the crack-driving force will take place. The point
remains, however, that conventional specimens have fairly
uniform crack-driving forces over their thickness, making
the toughnessinterpretationa 2-D
without

4.3 3-D Interpretation of Toughness
One of the functional criteria of a satisfactory biaxial cruciform ‘when
was that “thecrack-driving
be
relatively uniform over a substantial portion of the crack
distance with no significant edge effects.”l The criteria
were satisfied for the initial phase of the biaxial testing
program by showing that the cruciform specimen did not
have a propensity for crack initiation at the intersection of
the diffusion slots and the crack tip. One specimen @B-3)
did initiate at the corner, and as a consequence the toughness result was considered suspect and was not determined.
Due to the concern over edge effects in the cruciform
specimens, the initiation site location along the crack front
for all of the cruciform specimens and for several of the
shallow- and deep-crack beam specimens was measured.

regard to the actual location of the initiation site along the
crack front.

As discussed previously in this report and in Ref. 1, the
variation of crack-driving forces through the thickness of
the cruciform specimen is greater than that for conventional specimens. In fact, through-thickness variation is
estimated to be as large as the toughness difference
between biaxial and uniaxial loading conditions being
determined in these studies. These observations have led to
consideration of initiation site locations along the crack
front and to the 3-D interpretation of fracture toughness
described herein.

Conventionally, the position of the initiation site within the
thickness of the specimen is not important because of the
consistency of crack-driving force through the specimen
thickness. For example, analysis of a 4T compact-tension
specimen reveals that at the limit of plane strain validity
determined by ASTM E399, the crack-driving force is
within 5 % of the centerline value over the central 90%of
the specimen thickness.* Obviously, as the load level

AU experimental measurements used to measure fracture
toughness are taken at the specimen centerline, and additional measurements through thickness are impractical.
Analytical results provide the best estimate of the variation
of the crack-driving force and, subsequently, 3-D toughness values. The calculated variation of crack-driving
forces through the thickness for specimens BB-4 and -5 is
shown in Fig. 4.3 along with the location of the initiation
sites for these two tests. As shown in Fig. 4.3, specimen

*D.K. M. Shum, “Preliminary Investigation on the Inclusion of Warm
Prestress Effects in Fracture-Margin Assessment of Reactor Pressure
Vessels,” NUREG/CR-5946 (ORNYIu-12236), to be issued.
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remains unchanged. The 3-D toughness results for all
specimens tested at T - RTNDT= -10°C are plotted as a
function of load ratio in Fig. 4.4. The comparable 2-D
toughness plot is shown in Fig. 2.5. A comparison of
Figs. 4.4 and 2.5 indicates that both interpretations of
toughness are reasonable. The uniaxial cruciform specimen
(BB-2) has a 2-D toughness toward the mean of the
shallowcrack specimens but a 3-D toughness near the
lower bound of the shallow-crack beam data. The average
of biaxial cruciform data is decreased about 15%from 177
to 149MPa& by considering the initiation site location.
The scatter of the biaxial data is increased when the 3-D
toughness interpretation is considered. The primary observation, however, that biaxial loading reduces some but not
all of the shallow-crack toughness increase appears accurate for both toughness interpretations.

BB-5 initiated sufficiently close to the specimen centerline
that the 3-D toughness value is the same as 2-D toughness
value. Specimen BB-4initiated about 38 mm from the
centerline. The crack-driving force at this position is -20%
less than at the center. The 3-D toughness values are computed by decreasing the 2-D toughness values as determined analytically from the variation of crack-driving
force at th.e center and the position of crack initiation.
The 3-D toughness values were determined for all the CNciform specimens (except BB-3) and the shallow- and
deep-crack SENB specimens tested at the same normalized
temperature Cr - RTNDT= -10°C). The 3-D toughness
data for these specimens and the information needed to
compute the 3-D toughness, such as initiation location and
analyticd ratio of 3-D/2-D toughness values, are included
in Table 4.2. Table 4.2 indicates that few of the specimens
initiated directly at the specimen center or close to the
edge. Most specimens initiated at about the 114 t location
through the specimen thickness. As expected, the 3-D
toughness values for the deep-crack specimens are indistinguishable from the 2-D values. The shallow-crack specimens, however, exhibit a small increase in toughness at the
114 t location over the centerline value. The cruciform
specimens BB-1, -2, and -4 show a reduction in toughness
of about 20 to 25%.The toughness for specimen BB-5

The 3-D interpretation of toughness is not beiig recommended or proposed for all testing applications. The analytical and frachgraphic effort to interpret the 3-D toughness is not justified for most specimens. The cruciform
specimen tests are sufficiently unconventional and novel to
warrant this type of treatment. These results should be considered tentative because the entire concept of considering
the initiation point in toughness determinations is new and
not well understood.

Table 4.2 3-D interpretation of toughness
Specimen

B (mm)

Initiation location

% t(1/4t

-

...)

Ratio of 3-ID KJ
to 2-DKJ

2-D KjC
wpam

3-D KJc

warn

-

Deep-crack beams at T R T ~ =T 10°C [CE material]

12A
13A
14A1
14A1
15A
16A

100
100
50
50
150
150

31 mm from edge
0.31
1
12mm from edge ?
0.12
0.95
15mm from edge
0.30
1
Center ?
0.50
1
Center ?
0.50
1
Center ?
0.50
1
Shallow-crack beams at T - R T ~ =T- 10°C [13B material]

119
143
145
93
134
109

119
136
145
93
134
109

18
21
27

100
100
100

12mm from edge
0.12
1.06
213
0.29
1.03
174
29 mm from edge
0.26
1.03
230
26 mm from edge
Shallow-crack cruciforms at T - R T ~ =
T 10°C [CEmaterial]

226
179
237

BB-1
BB-2
BB-3
BB-4
BB-5

100
110
110
110
110

2.5 mm from edge
20 mm from edge
Comer
18 mm from edge
50 mm from edge

133
175
NIA
135
178
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-

0.03
0.18
0.00
0.16
0.45

0.76
0.82
NIA
0.76
1
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NIA
178
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5 Summary and Conclusions
Crack-tip constraint is an issue that significantly impacts
fracture mechanics technologies employed in failure predictions for commercially licensed nuclear RPVs. A validated technology that incorporates constraint effects is
essential to the transfer of fracture toughness data from, for
example, miniature fracture toughness surveillance specimens to RPVs. This capability could have a substantial
impact on the outcome of probabilistic PTS analyses and
assessments of startup/cooldown transients of aging
nuclear plants. This report has provided interim results
from a program to evaluate selected fracture methodologies
for the quantitative assessment of crack-tip constraint
effects on fracture toughness of RPV steels.

The J-Q methodology was first applied to a subset of
shallow- and deep-crack SENE3 specimens. The J-Q
analysis of the SEN3 specimens indicated a significant
loss of constraint for the shallow-crack specimens with the
Q-stress saturating at about -0.7. The deep-crack specimens had negligible constraint loss with Q 0. Both
specimens developed spatially independent Q-stress fields
ahead of the crack.

-

The J-Q analyses of the cruciform specimens yielded
results that are not as straightfornard to interpret as the
SENB specimens. The uniaxial cruciform specimen failed
at a sufficiently high load that the far-field bending stress
began to impinge on the near-tip stress field in the annulus
2 < l < 5. This near-tip and far-field stress interaction produces Q-stresses that decrease linearly with distance from
the crack tip. The Q' function was introduced to quantify
this spatial dependence of the Q-stress field over the cracktip annulus. The criterion IQ'I < 0.1 is not satisfied in the
uniaxii cruciform specimen as failure is approached.
However, this criterion (from O'Dowd and Shih8) permits
a relatively large variation in Q-stress over the crack-tip
apnulus. In the present application, the variation in
Q-stress over the annulus is greater than the difference
between Q-stress values calculated for the uniform and
biaxial loading cases. Biaxial loading of the cruciform
specimen produces a higher stress triaxiality ahead of the
crack tip at failure than the uniaxial case; also, it generates
essentially a uniform hydrostatic stress field (Le., a very
low value of Q') in front of the crack tip.

Far-field tensile out-of-plane biaxial loading and shallowcrack effects have been identified as constraint issues that
influence both fracture toughness and the extent of the
fracture toughness scatter band. Relevance of these issues
to RPV failure predictions is supported by several observations. First, PTS loading produces biaxial stress fields in an
RPV wall that have no counterpart in conventional laboratory specimens used to generate fracture toughness data.
Limited data indicate that a decrease in toughness is associated with biaxial loading. Second, the probability of RPV
vessel failure in PTS analyses is dominated by initiations
from shallow cracks. Recent testing has demonstrated an
effective increase in fracture toughness of shallow cracks
compared to deepcracked specimens. Determining the
extent of the interaction between this toughness elevation
associated with shallow cracks and toughness reduction
due to biaxial loading effects is one of the main goals of
the HSST biaxial testing program.

The J-Q loading trajectories were computed for the uniaxial and biaxial cruciform specimens at normalized distances i: ahead of the crack tip of 2,3,4 and 5. At distances farther from the crack tip (T = 4 and 5), the uniaxial
and biaxial trajectories followed the same path up to relatively high load levels. The expectation was that the J-Q
trajectories would exhibit this behavior at least up to
intermediate loads, given the similarity of the P-CMOD
responses. The J-Q trajectories a t l = 2 and 3 were not so
well behaved. The trajectories for the uniaxial case exhibited a higher constraint condition (Le., higher Q-stress)
than the biaxial case for almost the entire loading path.
This result conflicts with experimental results which imply
that the biaxially loaded specimen is the more highly constrained specimen. However, there is no rationale for
quantifying constraint at distances farther removed from
the crack tip (Le., at distances I >2), where far-field
stresses were observed to have a strong influence in the
uniaxially loaded specimen. Fractographic data from the
cruciform specimens showed no evidence of cleavage
initiation sites in the annulus l > 2. Thus, despite the

The focus of the studies described herein has been on
evaluations of stress-based fracture methodologies (Le., the
J-Q model of O'Dowd and Shih and the D-A constraint
correction model) through applications to experimental and
fractographic data. These methodologies were selected for
the initial evaluationsbecause of their previously demonstrated promise as practical means €or incorporating effects
of crack-tip constraint into fracture assessments. Data for
these assessments were obtained primarily from the HSST
shallow-crack and biaxial testing programs. Shallow- and
deep-crack SENB specimens and uniaxially and biaxially
loaded cruciform specimens from these testing programs
were analyzed using both the J-Q methodology and the
D-A constraint scaling model. The SENB data set consists
of 14 deep-crack and 14 shallow-crack specimens; the
biaxial cruciform data set included one uniaxially loaded
and three biaxially loaded specimens.
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Summary
Comparisons were performed between measured data
describing total distance to cleavage initiation sites
(Aa + X ) and distance to opening-mode stress peaks in near
crack-tip stress fields. The central question can be stated as
follows: Are the cleavage initiation sites concentrated in a
region where the computed opening-mode stress field is
increasing with increasing applied J? The expectation is
that cleavage initiation would occur for a condition of
increasing stress at the measured initiation site. The
initiation sites for the SENB shallow-crack specimens
appear to fall in a region experiencing a rising stress field,
and those for the cruciform specimens are located in a
falling stress field. Thus, hctographic data from the
SENB shallow-crack specimens tend to support the
expectation for a critical-stress-based fracture criterion
posed above, while data from the cruciform specimens
require further study for reasons discussed previously. The
preponderance of initiation sites at f 1supports crack-tip
constraint methods that are based on stresses very close to
the crack tip (i.e., i I2). Incorporation of selected
micromechanical features of the fracture process into the
analytical models are planned and may provide some
resolution of the issues related to representation of cracktip stress fields in the cruciform specimen.

observed inconsistencies, the cruciform specimens were
interpreted in terms of J-Q trajectories computed at f = 2.
From the J-Q trajectories at? = 2, critical Q-stress values
of -0.69 and -0.66 were determined for the uniaxial and
biaxial loading conditions, respectively. These failure
points fall within the scatter of a J-Q failure locus
generated fiom deep and shallow-crack SENB and wideplate results at the same normalized temperature.
Applications of the D-A scaling model to data obtained
from shallow- and deep-crack SENB specimens produced
very good results. The scaling model provided adjusted
SSY toughness values in the transition region that were
virtually identical for deep- and shallow-crack data. In
addition to removing the influence of crack depth in the
toughness data, the scaling model reduced the scatter
associated with the shallow-crack data.

-

When the scaling model was applied to the cruciform data,
the results were again more difficult to interpret than the
SEN3 application. In the original formulation of the
scaling model, toughness data are adjusted to SSY values
based on ratios of areas (or volumes) within stress contours
around the crack tip. The engineering model applied to the
cruciform specimens approximates these ratios from the
stress disaibution directly ahead of the crack tip. Stresses
very close to the crack tip (7 < 2) were used to determine
the Jm/Joratios for the cruciform specimens. These ratios
were found to vary -25% over the annulus 1.5 < f < 4 for
both uniaxial and biaxial load cases. This difference
exceeds the maximum of 10%recommended in Ref. 11for
a valid calculation of Jo. Also, the biaxial Jm/J, ratio was
-25% greater than the uniaxial ratio,which implies a
greater constraint loss for the biaxial specimen than the
uniaxial specimen. The latter result is inconsistent with
toughness results determined from experimental data All
of the cruciform SSY toughness values determined from
these ratios, however, were within the range of SSY data
from the SENB specimens.

Toughness data for the uniaxial and biaxial cruciform
specimens were reinterpreted taking into account the
position of the initiation site through the thickness of the
specimen. Thii exercise was performed because the
cruciform specimens experienced a substantial decrease in
crack-driving force toward the intersection of the crack and
the load-diffusion control slot. This through-thickness
variation is estimated to be as large as the toughness
difference between biaxial and uniaxial loading conditions
being determined in these studies. This decrease is more
pronounced and influences a greater portion of the
thickness than either deep- or shallow-crack specimens.
The 3-D toughness reinterpretation lowered the average
toughness of the biaxial specimens but i n c r m the scatter
of the data. This concept of taking into account the
initiation site for toughness determination is unique and
will require further examination.

Fractographic examinations were conducted on several of
the fracture surfaces from the shallow- and deep-crack
SENB specimens and the cruciform specimens.
Fractographic information included crack-tip blunting
(which can be related to CTOD), ductile crack extension
Aa, and distance to the cleavage initiation site X. The total
distance to the initiation site (Aa + IC) appears to increase
with increasing toughness, but shallow-crack specimens
seem to have lower Aa + X values than deep-crack
specimens at the same toughness level. However,
additional data are neceSSary to confirm this trend.

NUREGKR-6132

Applications of the J-Q and D-A constraint methodologies
presented herein utilized data sets generated from tests of
specimen geometries that provide a contrast in analytical
modeling requirements. The shallow- and deepctack
SENE?specimen is modeled in terms of a 2-D planestrain
formulation, while the fully 3-D character of the uniaxially
and biaxially loaded cruciform specimen must be
considered. Analysis results from applications indicate that
both methodologies can be used successfully to interpret
experimental data from the shallow- and deep-crack SENB
specimen tests.The two methodologies showed some
promising features in applications to the cruciform
48

Summary
specimen, but also raised a number of questions concerning
the interpretation of constraint conditions in the specimen
from near-tip stress fields. The more successful interpretations of these methodologies applied to the SENB
data are partially explained by the greater number of available data points. Cra#-tip constraint analyses of the
shallow-crack cruciform specimen subjected to uniaxial or
b i d loading conditions represent a significant challenge
for thkse methodologies. Unresolved issues identified from
these analyses and summarizeh in the foregoing discussion
require resolution as part of a validation process for biaxial
loading applications. Additional cruciform specimens need
to be tested before any conclusion can be reached concerning the application of these methods to the cruciform data.

spatially independent Q-stress field ahead of the crack. The
far-field stresses, which tend to lower the near-tip stresses,
are almost exactly offset by the out-of-plane stress
component that increases the opening-mode stress in the
biaxial specimen. This offsetting effect, however, cannot
be generalized to biaxial specimens having different
dimensions or load ratios. In addition, the impact of the
far-field bending stress on the near-tip stresses would be
reduced in specimens having larger dimensions. Testing of
a limited number of larger biaxial cruciform specimens,
such as currently planned within the HSST Program,
would provide additional data to quantify these effects.
The primary problem with using techniques described
herein to examine the influence of biaxial loading is the
absence of an appropriate length scale with which to
quantify constraint. Differences in out-of-plane constraint
are quantified by the specimen thickness; in-plane
constraint is related to crack depth, but biaxial loading
cannot be related to a similar length parameter.
Examination of analytical results from this study indicates
that biaxial loading produces a near-tip stress pattern
similar to that expected of a larger specimen under uniaxial
loading (i.e., biaxial loading increases the “effective” size
of the specimen). However, additional data and analyses
are necessary to substantiate this observation.

Some additional observations concerning applications to
the.cruciform specimen are presented herein. The near-tip
stresses ahead of the crack are the focal point of the stressbased fracture methodologies applied in this study. The
uniaxial cruciform specimen exhibited a substantial
interaction of the near-tip and far-field bending stresses,
which provided a contrast to a relatively uniform
hydrostatic (i.e., Q-stress) field ahead of the crack tip in the
SENB specimen. The biaxial specimen appears to be
influenced by offsetting effects that also result in a

,
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Appendix A
Small-Scale Yielding Solution
The SSY reference solution is determined using ti
boundary layer model (BLM) and a uniaxial stress-strain
curve appropriate for the material under consideration.
Figure A.l(a) depicts a semicircular finite-element model
of the near-crack-tip region used in the boundary layer
approach. The model incorporates a highly refined cracktip region [Fig. A.l(b)] with an initial root radius at the tip
lo4 times the outer radius of the mesh. The mesh is
defined by 1977nodes and 624 eight-noded isoparametric
plane strain elements. A linear-elastic KIfield is imposed

on the model through the appropriate displacement
boundary conditions. To ensure SSY conditions in the
model, the maximum extent of plastic zone is limited to
40% of the outer radial dimension.
The material properties used for all calculations presented
herein include Young's modulus E =205,170 MPa,
Poisson's ratio v = 0.25, and the piecewise-liiear uniaxial
stress-strain curve depicted in Fig. 3.3.
ORNL-DWG 939959 ETD

Figure A.l (a)Finite-elementmodel employed to obtain S S Y reference solution; (b) crack-tip region of SSY finiteelement model
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Appendix A
The plane strain referenm fields determined from the BLM
are shown in Fig. A.2 for both frnite strain and small strain
foxmulations. In Fig. A.2, the normalized opening-mode
stress is plotted vs normalized distance in front of the crack

tip. A typical feature of these fields is that the finite strain
and small strain solutions are essentially the same for
values of rodJ > 2.
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Appendix B
Finite Strain Calculations
The crack-tip constraint analyses presented in the main
body of this report were computed using a small strain,
finiteelement formulation. Finite strain calculationsate
provided here for completeness. The finite s W
calculationspresented in Figs. B.1-B.ll can be directly

compared with the small strain calculations given in
Chap. 3. Interpretationsof biaxial loading effects on stress
triaxiality are unchanged from those presented earlier for a
small strain formulation.
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showed some promising features, but also raised several questions concerning the interpretation of constraint conditions in
the specimen based on near-tip stress fields. Fractographic data taken from the fracture surfaces of the SENB and cruciform
specimens are used to assess the relevance of stress-based fracture characterizations to conditions at cleavage initiation sites.
Unresolved issues identified from these analyses require resolution as part of a validation process for biaxial loading
applications. This report is designated as HSST Report No. 142.
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